








OTHER ACTIVITIES 
SUPPORTING DIVERSITY
GIRLS DAY
  ŠKODA AUTO is the leading partner of International event Girls Day. On 
this day, companies in 16 European countries invite girls to see that there is 
nothing to fear when it comes to working in the technology field. 
On the contrary, it's one of the most perspective fields to work in.
 Around 40 girls had a chance to visit the production, technical development, 
and meet with our design team. They could try to paint the car in a virtual 
paint shop, work with CNC machines, design a 3D model, or get a ride in 
electro mobile.
 
TRAINEE PROGRAM
  Our program for new graduates is one of the oldest in the Czech Republic 
and has diversity at its core. The plan is open to students from all over the 
world to apply and become ŠKODA Employees. To support a diverse mindset, 
the applicants must have previous experience from abroad, for example, from 
the Erasmus program. 
 
  Also, being part of the group of trainees means that people get to participate 
in many activities like being part of project teams focused on support of 
the program. Some members are responsible for CSR, HR Marketing others 
for on-boarding, and in 2019 diversity-focused team Jump-In. The goal of 
the group is to help international trainees to connect them, and create the 
intercultural exchange between different nationalities.
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DIVERSITY AT 
VOLKSWAGEN
 
  We are currently driving into a challenging future for the automotive industry, and 
we want to work on making our business more sustainable for all generations. The 
challenge is significant, and to fulfill this role, we need committed and competent 
employees. Diversity is much more than the advancement of women. It is about having 
the right person in the right place at the right time in the right job – at every level, 
regardless of their cultural background or other attributes.

  We need to not only attract new talent but also retain the current employees. That's 
why creating a diverse work environment where everyone feels safe and included is so 
important.
 
  What happens when a homogeneous group of people designs and bring a product to 
market? Who do they think of when developing and testing the product? That's right 
– other members of their mono-culture! It's how the Homo sapiens’ brain works. One 
real-life example is the smartwatch, whose heart rate monitor only worked on white skin 
and thus excluded many other target groups with more heavily pigmented skin. Another 
is crash test dummies, which in the past almost always simulated only the male body – 
when a different physique, such as that of women, causes very different injuries. There 
are numerous examples of how harmful thinking inside the box can be for a company, 
especially one with global operations that deal with very different groups of customers. 
What appeared to go well for a long time can give rise to significant losses – financial 
and even worse.
 
  Diversity is an essential pillar in the companys culture, but it is also a matter that we 
have to put in practice in our everyday lives. Not only as a part of our strategy but also 
as part of our humanity.



DIVERSITY





DIVERSITY WINS
 To entrench diversity in the Group and thus ensure future sustainability, Elke 
Heitmüller, Head of Diversity at Volkswagen AG, along with Benjamin Ramirez, 
Head of Diversity and the Advancement of Women in the Volkswagen Group, 
have launched a program that ensures that we put diversity into practice in 
the Group across all brands and on all continents.
 
 Diversity managers create awareness of the importance of the topic and how 
successfully it can be managed. They positively influence other employees 
and build a community that helps to strengthen the values of diversity within 
the whole Volkswagen group. 
 
 This program helps to share know-how and best practices between diversity 
teams throughout the company. The year of 2019 was no different.



TRAIN THE TRAINER 
WORKSHOP
  In 2019 ŠKODA AUTO organized one of the first workshops focused on 
diversity in the whole VW Group. The lecturings are part of the Diversity Wins 
@Volkswagen program launched by VW as a support initiative of the strategy 
Together 2025 goal.
 
  Each company in the group selected their representative to claim the role 
of a trainer, who will become the diversity ambassador. During the summer 
of 2019, these ambassadors were trained by experts from VW AG and 
Porsche Consulting. Those trainers will then organize training within their own 
company according to their cultural environment.

  Understanding the importance of diversity is the elementary premise of 
helping the whole concern succeed.
 
  The workshop was held during two days in Mladá Boleslav, and we were 
joined by our colleagues from VW Poznan, VW Motor Polska, VW Russia, MAN 
Bus Sp., Ducatti and VW Slovakia.
 
  The event also gave support to our academic sphere by collaboration with 
ŠAVŠ.







VOLKSWAGEN 
DIVERSITY CONFERENCE 
IN SALZBURG
  Each year, Volkswagen Group hosts a traditional conference for all members 
of the VW Diversity community. In the year of 2019, the conference was 
held in Salzburg at Porsche holding. At Volkswagen Group's third Diversity 
conference in Salzburg, diversity managers from all over the world discussed 
how diversity is lived out in the Group and what role a safe working 
environment plays in its success.
 
DIVERSITY AS A CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTOR FOR THE FUTURE
  Just under 70 diversity managers from various locations and brands 
discussed how successfully this strategy is already being implemented and 
practiced within the Group and what efforts are still needed to increase 
diversity, during Volkswagen Group's third Diversity Conference, held in 
Salzburg from September 5 to 6. After several stops, including the UK and 
Sweden, this time, it took place at the invitation of Porsche Holding GmbH, 
based in Austria. 



  This year's focus was on the exchange of knowledge and best practice 
examples from different brands and locations to learn from each others 
successes and mistakes.
 
  Volkswagen Board Member for Human Resources Gunnar Kilian was 
enthusiastic about the spirit of the conference and underlined the importance 
of a diverse corporate culture for Volkswagen Group: "We need more effort 
focused on diversity throughout the Volkswagen Group. Diversity is one of 
our key success factors for the future, so that we can use the potential of 
very different people in all their differences – whether nationality, gender, or 
sexuality – for the benefit of the company."

  Just how important this topic is to him is shown by the fact that the Group's 
Diversity and Women's Advancement Team will be reporting to him personally 
from October. "Thanks in part to Elke Heitmüller and her team, we have made 
significant progress in recent years, and I am convinced that the team I met 
here will make 'Diversity wins' a reality within the Volkswagen Group."





“OUR SISTER BRANDS”
  As the importance of diversity grows within the whole Volkswagen group, 
we can see increased number of projects dedicated to improving inclusion 
and equality. The 2019 Conference was a great source of inspiration when it 
comes to Diversity projects. 

SCANIA  
3 HIGHLIGHTS
Competence mapping In one entity, SCANIA tested and mapped the 
competencies of all employees. The person scoring highest in the numeric 
test was a receptionist in Gdansk, who is currently working in CFO office. 
 
Skill capture Revisit A sturctured way to support the momentum in the D&I 
journey (every 6 months we revisit the management teams to measure the 
temperature, capture the best practices and suggest next steps. 
 
Cross-functional team In order to cut cost, instead of just focus on your own 
department, a cross-functional team of different departments and different 
competencies was formed. With the different perspectives a list of 120 ideas. 







AUDI AG
Diversity Parkours in Ingolstadt "We live diversity" is a corporate principle and a 
strategically important topic for Audi. With the help of the Diversity Parcours we want 
to sensitize employees from all business areas to the topic. The aim of the project is that 
the participants playfully approach the topic of diversity, question their own thinking 
patterns and (unconscious) prejudices and understand the diversity in themselves, in 
the team and in the organization. Each station appeals to different senses. In a reflection 
phase at the end of the course, the participants exchange their own experiences with 
thought patterns and their role in relation to diversity. The course also promotes a non-
discriminatory work environment at Audi.

SEAT
Gender Diversity Online Training 3 Diversity and inclusion awareness trainings created 
to provide the necessary tools to the Seat Equality Commission. 

Women @SEAT Group of women who represent different areas of the company and 
who analise the women’s role into the organisation and create new iniciatives

Diversity Statement in job posting Introduction of a Diversity Statement in all job 
postings that recognize SEAT as a Diversity employer

VW GROUP SWEDEN
Mentor Him - All male members in Board of Management have a female mentor to help 
them see the world from a different perspective

Survey to all employed women in the organisation In order to attract more women, 
the ones who already work for us are a great source to understand what to improve.
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DIVERSITY IN 2020
  We know that discussion about diversity needs to continue throughout the 
years, and even if we meet our goals and expectations, we again will want to 
move forward.
 
  So for the year 2020, we plan to continue the education of managers and 
team leaders throughout the whole company. We are launching trainings as 
part of the Diversity wins @ Volkswagen Group initiative.Other than that, 
we also want to work closely with our board members as they can act as 
role-models when it comes to equality and inclusion. Our collaboration with 
Business for Society continues, and we strengthen our bond with becoming a 
golden partner of the Czech Diversity Day. We will be the main speaker at the 
European Diversity Day 4.0 in the Czech Parliament.
 We hope that this year will bring us closer to creating equal opportunities 
for all our employees and the potential candidate so we can create a colorful, 
energetic, and innovative work environment.
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